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1. INTRODUCTION & SUMMARY
1.1. Introduction
Our management plan concerns a prospective One Planet Development
Planning Application under the Welsh Assembles planning policy TAN 6 to
develop a low impact small horticultural business on 3.5 acres known as Cwm
Bach.
The proposed site will consist of one dwelling house, ancillary buildings and a
land-based enterprise to support the two of us.
We will also erect temporary accommodation in the form of a sustainably
sourced log cabin to house us during the initial phase of the development.
We, Jerry and Tania Rees will be sole habitants providing us with 65% of our
basis needs from land-based activities.
We have lived in Wales for the past 6 and a half years striving to live as ecofriendly as possible in a mainstream environment by growing our food, buying
locally, cutting out plastic usage and travelling as little as possible.
Jerry, having been a gardener for all his working life and trained in commercial
horticulture and is therefore thoroughly suited to growing produce for this
project.
For most of his life he has grown large quantities of produce to eat and sell,
also growing vegetable and herb plants for people to buy and grown on
themselves. He also wrote and lectured an organic horticulture course at Filton
College, Bristol.
We move to Wales for him to become Head Gardener for a local 5-star hotel
redesigning the gardens and growing produce for the hotel and sister restaurant
kitchens.
Tania is very passionate about the environment being most upset by the
reducing biodiversity in our natural world and is very committed to changing
this, not only at Cwm Bach but to encourage others to do so in their own
environments.
Our concern for the changing world has inspired us to open 2 Zero Waste Shops
one in Narberth (25 months ago) and one in Cardigan (15 months ago). This has
been our way of living and encouraging others to live low impact lifestyles,
thereby greatly reducing the mountains of plastic waste that comes from food
packaging in general, and other over packaged and plastic constructed items.
This proposed One Planet Development will fit in with our lifestyle and shops
perfectly, enabling us to supply unpackaged, local, sustainable produce to our
customers, reducing food miles and demonstrating its traceability.
This year in particular with Covid 19 we have provided a lifeline for people
who couldn’t get out to garden centres and whom the Narberth Plant Sale was
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their usual port of call for plant purchases we have been able to provide
hundreds of customers with their own vegetable plants to grow.
This will be our aim going forward to encourage people to grow their own food
and therefore cut down drastically on food miles and carbon footprint.

1.2. Summary
From Cwm Bach we plan to grow and supply produce, plants and eggs to sell
through our 2 established Zero Waste Shops in Narberth and Cardigan.
Within the stipulated 5-year plan we will grow over 65% of our own food
requirements and be able to cover our basic household needs from our landbased activities.
We will bring a positive impact to the local community by producing
organically grown food, planting many more native trees and shrubs,
encouraging wildflowers and increasing the biodiversity of the surrounding
countryside.
Our ecological footprint of 1.55gha can be met by the first year of habitation
and we are confident that by year 5 this will be brought down to 1.27 gha.
In this management plan we have taken the time to ensure how our project will
enhance the land and its surroundings.
Our home and buildings will be carefully sited and constructed from natural
products so they will blend into the surroundings to reduce visual impact.
This development will be a culmination of years of planning and living as low
impact as possible in a main stream environment, by moving onto Cwm Bach
we will be able to totally immerse ourselves into living the One Planet Lifestyle
and realising a long awaited dream.
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2. BASELINE
Location.
Jerry & Tania Rees are the freehold owners of farmland located North East of
Hiraeth Carmarthenshire. SA340SG
Grid Reference SN174282118

1

2

N

Area & Shape.
The land we are proposing to use as our One Planet Development covers 3.5
acres and is marked on the map below in red, with the two fields numbered. The
two fields slope to form a small valley an un-named tributary of the Afon Taf,
with field 1 sloping to the south and field 2 to the north. The land is
approximately 126m above sea level. With both fields being used for stock
grazing and hay.
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Field 1. 1.0 acres. Used as light grazing for sheep and ponies and cut once a
year for big bale silage or hay. Would be classed as permanent pasture as has
not been cultivated or reseeded for a number of years. No existing buildings or
structures
Field 2. 2.5 acres. Used as light grazing for sheep and ponies and cut once a
year for big bale silage or hay. This would also be classed as permanent pasture
as has not been cultivated or reseeded for a number of years. No existing
buildings or structures.
Topography.
The topography of the site has been derived from aerial photogrammetric
(LiDAR) from the Lyle Geo-Portal for Wales.
(http:/lle.gov.wales/home?lang=en) and shown by drawing DIA03. The site is
bisected by a shallow valley feature falling roughly northwest. The base of the
valley within the site at the western site boundary is at an elevation of
approximately 120m above Ordnance Datum (AOD). The land rises north to an
elevation of approximately 127m AOD and to the south to an elevation of
approximately 137m AOD.
See appendix A.4 Cwm Bach Drg DIA003 Topography
Boundaries.
The perimeter has a mature field hedge surrounding it with a mixture of native
species with the addition of a recently erected stock fence within as shown in
photo below.

!
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Mature boundary hedge
Context/adjacent land uses. The adjacent land to the East is part of a small
holding where there is a small herd of Shetland ponies that graze the land. To
the South and West there are 2 small paddocks used for horse grazing.
Part of the West boundary is adjacent to a minor road running from Hiraeth to
Crosshands.
Tenure. We purchased the land freehold in August 2020 and are the sole
owners.
Existing on site services. The site currently has no services.
An electric line runs across the middle of the field 1.
Site access. There are 2 access gateways both off of the minor road running
adjacent to the fields.
Field 1 access gate being opposite Bleanhiraeth and this being solely used for
occasional access to field 1.
Field 2 access gate being used as our main entrance with good visibility as
shown in the photos below.

!
Main access gate
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!
Visibility to the North

!
Visibility to the South
Physical. The soil is classified as free draining, acid, sandy silt loam of low to
medium fertility. ( source: Yara UK Ltd)
Soil Analysis
PH
Organic matter

Guideline
6.5
3%

Our soil
5.2
12.1%

Comment
Low
High
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Phosphorus (ppm) 26
Potassium (ppm) 241
Magnesium (ppm) 100
Calcium (ppm)

2000

16
155
126
799

Slightly low
Slightly low
Normal
Very low

See Appendix A1 for Soil Analysis document from Yara UK Ltd
Biodiversity. An ecology report has been prepared by Wyndrush Wild Ecology
and is included as Appendix A.2.
It shows that the bulk of the site is semi improved grassland with a small
proportion being poor semi-improved grassland and improved grassland.
Cultural. The area is classed as Rural, with its principle cultural activity being
agriculture. There are no known sites of cultural importance on the site or in
close proximity: this includes no scheduled monuments, world heritage sites,
listed buildings, registered parks or gardens, registered battlefields or
conservation areas.
The nearest protected site being Llanfallteg Track Section SSSI which lies over
1km away to the south-west: it is a geological SSSI which could not be affected
by the proposed development.
Existing buildings and structures. There are none at present.
Landscape. Cwm Bach features a mixture of semi improved and improved
grassland, surrounded by mature hedges of native species predominantly made
up of hazel, sycamore and ash.
The nearest house is Bleanhiraeth located opposite the gateway to field 1.
Residents are former owner of the land with no direct view and have no
objections to our One Planet Development proposals which is stated in our
purchase agreement.
There are few limited vantage points along the public highway at present and
our plans include letting the hedges grow and planting a secondary hedge
approximately 3m inside existing hedgerow.
To the East there are limited views of the land from dwellings across the valley
but our planned positions for buildings and polytunnel mean they will not be
visible after 1 year worth of hedge growth.
See Appendix A3 (site plan)
Past land use. The previous owner bought the land with is property and used it
for occasional grazing of sheep and ponies and it was cut once a year for big
bale silage.
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Present land use. Preparing for horticultural use. Extensive tree planting
programme including woodland, fruit orchards and coppicing plantation.
3. DESIGN STRATEGY.
Our development will include a dwelling, compost toilet,
woodshed, potting/tool shed, 4x poly tunnels, 2x 6ft x 10ft glass house,
shipping container, barn, chicken house and goat house.
All buildings will be constructed from natural materials where possible and will
be powered and heated using naturally renewable energy sources
All having a sympathetic design to blend in with the natural surroundings, so as
to make minimal visual impact.
The main dwelling of course will meet all building regulations, with all other
structures being exempt from building control.
All waste recyclable and non-recyclable will be kept to a bare minimum as per
our already very low waste lifestyle.
The development will be designed around permaculture practices and based on
the zoning technique.
Our objectives are to grow vegetables and fruit for resale in our 2 zero waste
shops therefore reducing their carbon footprint and food miles. This will ensure
local and seasonal produce will be easily available this of course will all be
organically grown to help encourage biodiversity on the site.
We will also enhance this by introducing native woodlands, wildflower
meadow, traditional orchards, extra hedgerows, pond and wetland, flower and
herb garden.
Zoning Plan.
We have produced this zoning plan according to permaculture design principles,
showing human activity levels on site as Zone 0 with the highest activity and
Zone 5 the lowest.
Zone 0

Zone 1

Zone 2

Dwelling

Veg
Area

Compost
Toilet

Zone 3

Zone 4

Zone 5

Wood Shed Orchard

Coppice
Woodland

Woodland

Poly
tunnels

Storage
Shed

Wildlife
Pond

Hedgerows

Herb
Garden

Soft Fruit

Wildflower
Meadow

Flower
Garden
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Chickens
Goats
Potting
Shed
4. Land based Activity and Land Management
4.1. Land-Based Activity.
4.1.1. Minimum needs.
Table 1 showing our calculation of the minimum needs using the five categories
set out in Tan 6 OPD Practice Guidance.
Calculations are set out in more detail in the Environmental Footprint Analysis.
Projected (year 5) minimum annual
income needs
Additional food

£2126.00

Clothing

£250

IT/Communications

£804

Travel

£1000

Council Tax

£1111

Water

£550

Animal feed

£614

Herb Production

£220

Plant sales

£1011

Total

£7686.00

Additional food is calculated based on 30% of our food needs on our current
spend. Clothes IT/communications are based on our current spend. Council tax
based on 2019/2020 Carmarthenshire, Henllan Amegoed Band A
Water based on mains connection for minimum household use, only as no
spring or bore hole is available.
4.1.2. Subsistence.
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We are predominantly vegetarians occasionally eating locally sourced fish. 90%
of our vegetables are home grown at present and this will carry on at Cwm Bach
with the addition of the polytunnels this will enable us to become almost selfsufficient in vegetables eating mainly in season and from our storage.
On Cwm Bach we will be planting large orchards that will include most top
fruit and a variety of nut species, this giving us a large amount of fruit and nuts
throughout the year fresh and from storage.
A proportion of the commercial vegetable garden, poly tunnels and orchards
will be set aside for our own personal requirements.
Pumpkins and sunflowers will provide us with our seed requirements these
being dried so can be an all year round beneficial supplement.
From our organic chicken flock, we will have all the eggs we require for our
annual needs.
With the addition of 2 nanny goats this will give us 100% of our needs for milk,
butter and cheese.
All our staples such as rice, pasta, grains etc will be obtained in bulk from our
business suppliers with money earnt from our land-based activities.
Current food shopping list
Item

We plan to grow or produce on our
land

Mushrooms

Yes

Potatoes

Yes

Carrots

Yes

Squashes

Yes

Cabbages & other brassicas

Yes

Legumes

Yes

Sweet potatoes

No but will experiment

Aubergines

Yes

Courgettes

Yes

Peppers

Yes

Chillies

Yes

Cucumbers

Yes

Sweet corn

Yes

Ginger

No
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Parsnips

Yes

Onions

Yes

Garlic

Yes

Spring onions

Yes

Leeks

Yes

Tomatoes

Yes

Salad leaves

Yes

Apples

Yes

Pears

Yes

Plums

Yes

Soft fruit

Yes

Figs

Yes

Grapes

Yes

Oranges

No

Lemons/Limes

No

Coffee

No

Tea

No

Oat milk

No

Cider/Apple juice

Yes

Goats milk

Yes

Butter

Yes

Cheese

Yes

Eggs

Yes

Pulses

No

Grains

No

Pasta

No

Fish

No

Nuts

Yes

Seeds

Yes
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Honey

Yes

Year-round supply.
With Jerry having vast knowledge and commercial horticultural training,
growing fruit and vegetables for 6 years for a 5star hotel in West Wales as head
gardener producing food for 2 restaurants this will help with the production of a
year-round supply.
Within West Wales we realise that the growing of food all year round presents
its challenges due to the temperate climate causing a short growing season of
between 6-7 months which will limit fresh supply.
To counteract this, we will have crop planning in place for example 2 sowing
dates for certain root crops giving us a fresh supply early in the season and
another for autumn maturity enable us to use this for storage.
Successional sowing /planting is also a very important part of the crop planning,
avoiding gluts and giving a continuous supply of fresh produce during the
growing season.
Food storage for the winter.
Certain crops can be harvested straight from the field during the winter keeping
them fresh until required these include leeks, some brassicas and root crops.
Our plans include the construction of a vegetable and fruit storage building and
area.
Growing under cover.
The polytunnels and glasshouses will be a valuable asset not only during the
main growing season allowing us to grow tender vegetable and fruit varieties
but also enabling us to prolong the growing season in spring and autumn. As
well as giving us the opportunity to produce strong healthy plants early in the
growing season for transplanting outside increasing their yields.
Within our mild climate of West Wales this allows certain leafy greens to be
grown during the winter months giving us a good source of essential vitamins.
Drying and Preserving.
We have found that the most efficient ways of preserving fruit, vegetables and
herbs is through dehydration, fermentation or pickling.
A lot of our crops will be dried and stored for use throughout the year by using
our homemade dryer or in close proximity to our heat source. These will include
fruit, vegetables, herbs, nuts and seeds.
The fermentation of vegetables is a very effective way of preserving giving you
a longevity and avoiding wastage. These can be fermented into Kimchi or
sauerkraut with ease by chopping up small and salting. Most root vegetables
and brassicas are ideal for this process.
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Pickling will also pay a large part in our preservation of vegetables giving us a
much longer window to eat the excess of produce we expect to produce.
We feel that these processes will give us a further 3-6 months in which we can
enjoy our vegetables and fruit helping us to bridge the hungry gap period.
Variety selection.
This is a very important and essential knowledge to be able to stagger
harvesting of the same species and avoid massive gluts.
Using early and main crop varieties will help with the longevity of the harvest.
Early peas and main crop peas being sown on the same day can stagger the crop
giving less of a necessity to harvest everything at once avoiding wastage and
extra labour.
Selecting later flowering varieties of fruit, nuts etc give a better chance of
pollination if areas are susceptible to late frosts.
Choosing varieties that have been bred to show pest and disease resistance is
also an important factor eliminating the use of all pesticides and fungicides to
produce a viable and worthwhile crop.
Foraging.
Part of my working day as head gardener for a 5star hotel was to instruct my
staff or forage myself for edible wild flora.
This was carried out throughout the year making the most of the country sides
free pickings.
We use this practice in our everyday lives as daily/weekly routine and therefore
is a good source of free and nutritious food.
Cwm Bach hedges are full of forageable plants giving us the opportunity to
carry on this practice once we live there.

Animals.
Having kept poultry and sheep a large part of our lives we feel that this
experience will come in very useful with our plans to introduce livestock to our
One Planet Development.
This also giving us natural fertiliser and certain pest control alongside the
wellbeing of having animals around.
Chickens.
We plan to introduce a 50 strong organic egg laying flock.
This giving us 100% of our personal egg needs, selling the surplus.
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They will be housed in a wooden chicken house which will be portable enabling
us to create large electrified areas safe from predators, giving the hens a freerange lifestyle.
The chickens are very useful for creating natural manure and this can be used to
mix with our home-made compost and other manures to counteract its high
nitrogen level.
They will be predominately free-range and foraging for their food, eating a lot
of unwanted pests in the process, we will also be supplementing their diet with
organic corn when needed.
The chickens will be fed on waste vegetable and fruit scraps from the shops.
Ducks.
We will keep a few Khaki Campbell ducks to help with slug control around the
gardens. The eggs will be used for our personal consumption.
Goats.
We are planning on keeping 2 nanny goats to help keep certain parts of the grass
down, also being fed with the excess waste from the vegetable garden and
polytunnels.
They will be housed in a purpose-built wooden shed and let out to roam with
the chickens in their electrified area, this also helping with keeping the foxes
away as they will be frightened by the goats.
The milk will be used to drink also for butter and cheese which we will make
ourselves.
The manure will be a valuable asset in and around the vegetable garden and
polytunnels.
If she is continuously milked, she will lactate for up to 10 months.
Then should be allowed to dry up for at least two months after a run of
milk production before being bred again. Typically, goats have their
babies in the spring, then at 8 weeks we will sell the babies to other
small holders and enjoy milk for almost the rest of the year. We will breed
one of our goats in the autumn and the other one the following autumn so this
will give us a continuous supply of milk as possible.
Goats produce so much milk that you can allow the kids to nurse and
still take what's left over.
The goats will be kept in a small pen at night but will be tethered during the day
to graze around the coppice and woodland. Also, we will make hay from the
wildflower meadow during the summer which will supplement the goats feed
during the winter.
They will also be fed on vegetable and fruit waste scraps from the shops.
Bees.
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We do not have any experience of beekeeping but are very willing to learn and
are planning to have 1 hive in our orchard area to help with pollination.
All the honey produced will be used for our personal consumption or left for the
bees.
By year 5 we are confident that over 65% of our own food will be produced
on site.
See illustration below.
We will have to buy in certain foods that cannot be produced on site but feel
that our diets may change the longer we live a One Planet life allowing the
percentage to rise significantly.
Table: Showing percentage and value of food being produced on site by year 5.
Food Group

% total
spend
( time of
writing)

% produced
on site

Annual
spend

Value of
food
produced
on site

Fish

3.4

145

0

0

Eggs

2.8

120

100%

120

Fruit & Veg

31.2

1325

90%

1192.

Nuts & seeds

19.6

832

50%

416

Dairy

17.3

735

100%

735

Oils

1.0

42

0

0

Bread/rice etc

7.7

325

0

0

Beverages

12.6

534

50%

267

Other

4.5

189

40%

75.60

Total

4247.00

2805.60

% of food produced on site by Year 5

66.1%

Annual food production costs Year 5
Costs
On site
production
%

Value

Production
costs

Seeds

150

50%

75

75

Potting
Compost

50

75%

37.50

12.50

Sundries

25

0

0

25
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Goat
Husbandry

25

0

0

25

Vet Bills

75

0

0

75

Hay

40

100%

40

0

Organic
Poultry Feed

70

50%

35

35

Straw

16

0

0

16

Tools etc

100

0

0

100

Total
526
187.50
363.50
Enterprise income.
Our basic needs income at year 5 is shown in a table on page 12.
This include a number of overheads required for us to live.
The annual total is £7686.00
Our land-based enterprises from the site will meet our basic income needs.

4.2. LAND-BASED ENTERPRISE.
All of our business enterprises listed below have been chosen because we feel
that we have extensive knowledge in all, making them become viable and
successful more quickly.
We also feel that we have the market within our shops for all the produce we
can generate making the enterprises not only more profitable but also cutting
down the food miles.
4.2.1. Vegetable production.
Vegetable production will be one of our main activity on site as we are planning
to grow chemical free good quality seasonal vegetables to sell in our 2 retail
outlets.
In the future we aim to apply for organic status so this will make our crops not
only better for the environment and our health, but we will be able to sell them
at a premium.
With the use of the polytunnels we will be able to grow protected crops eg.
tomatoes cucumbers peppers etc. and also prolong the growing season in the
spring to get earlier crops and the autumn to extend the cropping.
There has shown to be a great demand in our shops for fresh and local vegetable
within the area and by growing our own we feel that this can be achieved with
great success taking fresh to the shops on a daily basis, to order if required.
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A box scheme will also be set up to enable us to charge a set price for a box of
seasonal vegetables with us having the choice as to what goes in them thereby
reducing wastage when there is surplus.
We are finding that our customers are becoming much more aware of how and
where there food is produced, so by growing it ourselves we will be able to tell
the story and reduce the food miles of our produce at the same time being good
news for them and our planet.
Motivation.
As long as Jerry can remember he has been interested in growing vegetables
and with his commercial horticultural qualification and head gardener
background this will help with the project becoming a very viable scheme.
Examples of vegetable areas designed and created by Jerry to produce
vegetables for 5-star hotel restaurant.

!
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We have had excellent feedback from our customers when this has been
mentioned to them.
In our shops we sell a large quantity of vegetables that are now bought in from
local suppliers, you will be able to see from figures presented elsewhere in this
document that we have an already established proven market for such produce.
Table showing a list of vegetables that will be grown. These will be trialed over
the years for their suitability to grow on site and their popularity in our shops,
then only the successful ones being continued making the list shorter and more
manageable.
Ja Fe Ma Ap Ma Ju J Au Se Oc No De
n b r
r
y
n ul g
p t v
c

VEGETABLES
Artichoke Globe
Artichoke Jerusalem
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Aubergines
Beans - Broad
Beans - French
Beans - Runner
Beetroot
Beetroot Candy
Brocole calabrese
Broccoli - purple sprouting
Brussel sprouts
Cabbage Pointed
Cabbage Red
Cabbage Round
Cabbage Savoy
Carrot Heritage
Celeriac
Chard - Bright lights
Chard - Rhubarb
Chard Swiss White silver
Chilli Red, Green & Black
Courgettes
Cucamelon
Cucumber
Fennel - Florence
Kale - Curly
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Kale Nero de Toscana
Kale Red Russian
Kalettes
Kohl Rabi
Land cress
Leeks
Lettuce - Little gem
Lettuce Salad Leaf - mixed
Mizuna
Mustard Frill
Parsnip
Peas
Pepper Sweet
Potatoes - jersey royals
Radish
Rocket
Shallots
Spinach - Banjo
Spring Onion
Squash - Butternut
Squash - Crown Prince
Swede
Tomatoes - cherry
Tomatoes Large
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Turnip

The table above shows the expected harvest times, giving us a good all yearround production for our shops as well as our own use.
Once harvested certain root crops can be dry stored giving us a longer period of
time for sale and our own use.
The varieties above have been chosen because they have proved popular in the
shops over the past 2 years giving us the necessary market knowledge that will
become very valuable to help us avoid wastage.
Site & Soil
The vegetable patch and the polytunnels will be situated on a slightly south
facing slope as you can see on our site location plan, this making it an ideal spot
for this purpose.
The soil as you can see from the soil analysis contains a good amount of organic
matter making it good for this purpose.
Lime will need to be added to certain crops as the soil is on the acid side of the
spectrum.
We have already made an arrangement with a close neighbour who owns a
small stud to have a good supply of well-rotted horse manure in return for some
vegetables.
Market.
We feel that all the vegetable that we can produce will be either eaten by us or
sold in our shops, so feel that no other market research needs to be carried out.
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4.2.2. Fruit production.
The fruit to be grown will include top fruit and soft fruit.
A lot of the produce being sold directly through our shops with the rest being
turned into juice, cider, or preserves.
The interest for local Welsh grown fruit is very high as research has shown that
not many retail outlets in the area have access to such luxuries. In the past local
fruit from some of our customers gardens is bought up very quickly proving its
popularity, but this is only available in very small quantities being surplus from
their gardens. Therefore, being able to supply in much larger quantities will give
us a good market for these products.
Motivation.
Orchards are of very great interest to us both, loving the blossom in the Spring
and the bountiful harvest in the Autumn. With Jerry growing up in rural
Somerset where old cider orchards were very much part of his childhood he was
involved in the maintenance and harvesting of the fruit, visiting the local cider
farms with the produce.
As well as the return on the fruit they are also a very valuable habitat for a large
amount of wildlife and will prove to be a very useful place for our free-range
chicken flock to live underneath for parts of the year.
The soft fruit fitting in very well with the vegetable production adding to the
diversity of the crops being planted on our development giving the pollinator
population plenty to feed on throughout the growing season.
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Site & Soil.
The site being very sheltered with hedges around the perimeter gives it good
frost protection.
Having deep free draining soil will be good for their wellbeing.
Table to show the varieties we will try on our development giving us a wide
diversity helping to encourage wildlife and good variety within our retail
outlets.
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FRUIT

Apples

Apricots

Blackberries

Blackcurrants

Blueberries

Cherries

Damson

Gooseberries

Loganberries

Peaches

Pears

Plums

Melon

Quince

Raspberries

Redcurrants

Rhubarb

Strawberries
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These will be trialed and only the successful ones continued to be grown.
Top Fruit.
We are to planning to plant orchards as shown on our site location plan.
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These will be in 3 different locations making good use of the space available to
us and allowing the chickens to be moved around the plot avoiding any damage
the chickens could cause to the land.
These will be mixed orchards with apples, pears, plums, cherries etc., choosing
very carefully the varieties making sure that there is good pollination across the
board so increasing yield.
We aim to introduce a number of old local varieties to help keep the old
varieties in production.
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Market.
Most of this fruit will be sold through our shops, with the surplus being made
into juice, cider or cider vinegar.
We will use the pulper and press that we already own for this process then bottle
and sell, leaving some for our own use.
Some of the apples and pears will be stored in our fruit store prolonging its
selling season.
Soft Fruit.
An area of soft fruit to be planted as shown on the location plan.
Soft fruit is a short season crop but high in value and is proving to be very
popular in our shops for both eating and also customers making into jams etc.
We will buy stock plants of the varieties we require, then to expand our stock,
cuttings will be taken from most of the soft fruit bushes to keep the stock new
and high yielding.
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Market.
Most of our fruit will be sold through our shop this will be sold fresh in punnets
where possible. The surplus will be used to add to the apple juice for flavour.
We are planning at a later date to produce our own jams and chutneys so this is
where the unsaleable and surplus can also be used.
4.2.3. Herbs.
Herbs are to be grown around the site in our garden area and also mixed in with
the vegetables for companion planting. These plants around the site will be used
as mother plants for propagation and feel that around 80% of our new plants for
sale and drying can be propagated in this way.
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Some of the more tender will grow in the polytunnels amongst the vegetables
helping to encourage beneficial insects for pollination and biological pest
control.

!

We planted these herb boxes outside our shop to give the local community fresh
herbs to pick and use as they wished.
This table shows the different herbs that we have grown in the past and still
have most of the stock plants to continue.

HERBS
Basil- Sweet
Basil- Thai
Bay Leaves
Chervil (curled)
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Chives
Chives (Garlic)
Coriander
Dill
Fennel (bronze)
Fennel (green)
Lavender
Lemon Grass
Lemon Verbena
Lovage
Mint - Black Peppermint
Mint – Chocolate
Mint – Garden
Mint – Ginger
Mint - Grapefruit
Mint – Moroccan
Mint - Peppermint
Mint – Pineapple
Mint - Swiss
Oregano/Marjoram
Parsley
Rosemary
Sage
Savory (winter)
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Sorrel Red veined
Tarragon -French
Thyme (lemon)
Thyme

Motivation.
Herb growing has always been one of our great interests, enjoying the lovely
aromas and different insects they attract.
The drying of different herbs for infusions is practiced on a regular basis at
present and will continue for years to come.
Collecting the different varieties within the species ie. Mints, thymes, et. is of
interest and with more room to carryout this we are hoping to increase our stock
and form some comprehensive collections for our own enjoyment as well as
having a wide range to sell in the shops.

!
Site & Soil.
With the site having well-draining soil with a good sunny aspect herbs should
do very well and produce good crops.
With the addition of the polytunnel this will enable us to grow the more tender
varieties and also extend the growing season for the production of fresh
bunched herbs that can be sold through the shops throughout spring, summer
and autumn.
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Examples of herb garden created by Jerry. All plants were propagated by seed or
cuttings.
Market.
The past demands for fresh and dry herbs within our shops shows that what is
produced on site can be sold through these outlets either fresh during the
growing season or sold dry throughout the year.
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4.2.4. Vegetable, Herb & Flower plants.
Plants have been grown by us for sale in our shops for the past
2 years and have become very popular increasing in popularity year on year.
With the addition of polytunnels and moving of the 2 greenhouses already
owned by us will give extra room to grow the plants under cover allowing the
protected environment they need to produce early, good quality plants. All these
are grown either from seed, cutting or bulb which makes the profit margin much
higher and give better variety control They are grown in peat free compost, free
from chemicals and sold in plastic free pots, these being either compressed
cardboard, plant-based film, peat free blocks or coir pots.
85% of the herbaceous perennials grown on for plant sales will be propagated
from mother plants planted around the site or the seeds will be collected and
used for propagation.
All bulbs will have to be bought in, but this is shown on our minimum annual
income needs.
Some compost will be purchased but mixed with our own that will be produced
on site.
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Motivation.
Being able to grow the small plants for sale so they can be grown to maturity by
others, gives great pleasure especially when the customers come back into the
shops and report on their progress telling us when they have picked their 1st
tomato or cut their 1st cabbage and how delicious they were.
Also encouraging others to grow their own plants gives them the opportunity to
find the enjoyment that can be gained from a small amount of effort and how
much reward can be achieved.
Site & Description.
As mentioned before with the addition of the polytunnels and the 2 small
greenhouses this will give us much more room to be able to grow the pot plants.
Successions of plants will be grown to enable the growing season to be
extended this also being more beneficial to the customers as they can select the
time they require their plants whether they have a heated greenhouse, cold
greenhouse or only outdoor space.
The range of plants grown.
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Vegetable plants to include;
Cucumbers
Tomatoes
Peppers
Aubergine
Chillies
Bean varieties
Lettuce
Brassicas
Sweetcorn etc
Herb plants to be grown;
A lot of the herb varieties we grow for fresh and dry sales will be also grown as
pot plants for sale.
See list above in herb growing section.
Flower plants to be grown;
Herbaceous varieties including
Astilbes
Delphinium
Lupins
Hardy Geranium
Dahlias
Rudbeckia
Crocosmia
Hollyhocks
Foxgloves
Verbena
Sedum etc.
Annual bedding including
Geranium
Fuchsia
Viola
Pansy
Bellis perennis etc.
Bulbs including
Christmas hyacinths
Tulips
Muscari
Dwarf Iris
Narcissi etc.
Market.
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Most of these plants will be sold within our 2 shops and as we have a proven
market already feel that this will only improve once we get more protected
space enabling us to grow more efficiently.
As well as the shops being an outlet for our plants, we attend the Narberth Plant
Fair annually in June.

!
This has become a very popular event over the years and draws in a very large
number of people all expecting to be able to buy quality plants to grow on
during the summer.
4.2.5. Chickens.
Within our development a flock of approx. 50 free-range chickens will be
introduced for egg production. These to be reared organically making their eggs
sell at a premium.
They will be housed in a portable shed and fenced in large areas within the
orchards, woodlands etc with the use of a portable electric fence to protect them
from predators.
The fencer will be solar powered to enable us to move it easily around the site.
We are also planning on keeping a couple of goats with the milk being solely
for our own use, we also feel that the introduction of goats into the chicken
runs will deter foxes from entering, keeping the chickens safe.
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Motivation.
With all the space around us it will be an additional asset to introduce some
livestock and with us both being vegetarians the chickens will fit in well with
our lifestyle.
Once the chickens have become commercially unviable, we are hoping that they
can be rehomed within the community giving people the opportunity to keep a
few chickens to help with responsibility and wellbeing.
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Market.
Apart from the small number of eggs for our own consumption, there will be no
problem with selling the remainder in our shops. At the moment we struggle to
get enough organic free-range chicken eggs to be able to sell, so feel that this
enterprise will fill a gap in the supply chain giving us a reliable and regular
supply of eggs.

Land Based
Activity

Year 3

Year 5

Year 7

Vegetable
Production

£3612

£4369

£5242

Fruit

£0

£3357

£4850

Herbs

£280

£280

£280

Plant Sales

£4159

£5470

£6567
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Eggs

£958

£958

£958

Total Profit

£9009

£14434

£17897

Annual Income after expenses (profit)

Total estimated land-based profit in years 3, 5 & 7
The basis income for our needs is £4989.10.
Our projected figures of £ 9009.00 by year 3 show that are basic needs can be
meet with a surplus. As the enterprises become more established, with trees and
plants growing bigger they will produce more making them more profitable.
With our shops already established, we have proven markets for our produce
and have started production in some areas of the enterprises for a good customer
base
Any surplus made will be reinvested in the One Planet Development, put into
savings for any bad years or will be given away to some sustainable projects
throughout Wales and the World that we deem worthy.
Occupancy
We will be able to develop and run our site without the addition of any extra
labour. All has and will be funded from our earnings and savings which will
continue throughout the entire project.
The development of the site and structure building will take up most of our time
in the first 3 years, however we are starting to work on site at present to get the
vegetable area prepared, the orchards and some of the woodlands planted to
help with the impact of the initial workload and to start the improvement of the
biodiversity.
The two of us will put in as much labour as we can allowing us to continue with
our other commitments with Jerry working approx. 45 hours per week giving an
annual total of 2340 hrs per year and Tania working approx. 20 hours per week
giving an annual total of 1040 hours per year.
As you can see from our table below this gives us adequate hours to carry out
the workload with some time to spare for unforeseen tasks or longer time spent
on individual tasks.
Task

Hours/year

Vegetable production

780
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Fruit production

260

Polytunnel work

520

Herb production

312

Pot plant production

416

Livestock

104

Firewood harvest/processing

104

Building maintenance

130

General site maintenance

260

Total

2886

Total available

3380

Total left for unforeseen tasks
494

4.3. LAND MANAGEMENT.
Objectives.
Now that we own this special little part of Wales we intend to do everything we
can to enhance the existing biodiversity, improve the landscape and make it a
very healthy wildlife rich area for both flora and fauna.
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Everything we plan to do on site will be done in a very sympathetic way making
sure that we only improve what we already have.
As you can see from our Ecology Report there is nothing of great value on this
site, our main objective is to change this by improving the habitat to increase
the variety of plants, birds, insects and animals. We will be monitoring this on a
regular basis with great interest.
Biodiversity.
From our Ecological Assessment put together by Matt Sutton of Wyndrush Wild
Ecology you can see from his summary.
“There is scope for a development here which works with the current ecological
interest. The development does not present a significant risk to habitats or
species in the area.”
From this statement we draw a conclusion that all we have planned for the site
will considerably improve the ecology and biodiversity. We feel that we are
starting virtually from a blank canvas so being able to improve all habitats is
and will be very beneficial for us and the local environment.
We aim to improve the existing landscape feature and introduce a number of
new ones as described below.
Organic principles will be adopted throughout the site ensuring good land
management practices.
Existing Hedgerows.
The hedges are mostly made up of blackthorn with hazel and sycamore
abundant in some parts. There are also additional shrubs within the hedges
including hawthorn, elder, grey willow and holly. Growing through the hedges
is dog-rose bramble and honeysuckle. Unfortunately, these hedges have been
flailed ever year causing great harm to all its inhabitants, however as from now
this will not be practiced, we will let the hedges grow with minor coppicing of
the larger trunks for use as heating in our dwelling. This form of management
will help with the bird population making more suitable places for them to nest
and increase their cover making a much safer habitat.
The hedge bottom undergrowth is dense and we will endeavour to keep it so
making it a perfect place for insects, invertebrates and small mammals and this
in turn will encourage raptors including kestrels, sparrow hawks and owls to
feed.
There are a small number of mature ash trees in the hedge line, but these are
suffering from ash die back and sadly we will need to fell them for safety
reasons. We will use a lot of the wood for fuel but leave piles around the land
for creature habitat.
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With our plans for tree planting these will be replaced 100-fold with some trees
we are already growing on for this purpose.
We feel that all the above management methods will increase the biodiversity.

!

New Hedgerows.
We are planning to plant approx. 150m of new hedging, this will be planted on a
bank to be formed from the pond spoil. Reducing the need for this to be taken
off site and also benefiting the hedge planting and biodiversity in the process.
This will be planted approx. 2.5 m in from the existing hedge on the south and
western boundary of the 2.5-acre field as shown on the location plan. To create
a sheltered corridor for the wildlife and ideal habitat for nesting birds.

!
This idea has been inspired when we take our morning walk with our dog
Martha and realise what a lovely place for both us and nature this has developed
into.
The hedge will be planted with similar species to the existing hedges but will
introduce more flowering and berry producing species this helping to increase
the wildlife population.
Creation of Woodland.
At present this site contains no woodland or significant tree population apart
from the ash that unfortunately have to be felled due to ash dieback as
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mentioned previously. However, we intend to change this with the planting of 2
small woodlands at the top of the 2.5-acre field as shown on the location plan.
The woodland areas to be planted with native species at wide spacings with
glades and paths to encourage undergrowth.
Around the margins and underneath the trees we will plant native shrubs to
create habitat for numerous species.
Coppiced woodland.
At the northern end of the 1acre paddock we plan to plant a plantation of trees
for coppicing.
We will plant this fairly densely to make as much use of the space as possible.
The timber once cut will be used for firewood to heat the dwelling also cooking
and heating the water.
We will also use some of the poles for beanpoles, trellis work, plant supports
and further down the line building construction.
The species planted will include hazel (Corylus avellana), sweet chestnut
(Castanea sativa), lime (Tilia species), sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus) and
willow (Salix species).
The advantage of planting a mixed coppice planation is that the species grow at
different rates giving you a succession of timber and also increase the
biodiversity for the wildlife.
Orchards.
As you can see from the site location plan, we have proposed to plant a number
of orchards, these will be a mixture of fruit and nut trees that will support a
great number of birds, invertebrates and wildflowers.
Beneath the trees we will encourage as many wildflowers as possible with only
a small amount of management by cutting once a year after seeding of the plants
and with the introduction of the chickens occasionally.
We will also leave piles of pruning around to encourage more wildlife.
Wildflower Meadow.
Shown on the site location plan we will be creating a large wildflower meadow
in the centre of the 2.5acre field. Apart from a few mown paths for access this
will be managed as a wildflower meadow with grass only being cut once a year
after seeding then removed from the meadow to avoid fertility increase.
We are to monitor the wildflower species very closely and with great interest to
see how a different sort of management can increase the species and how
quickly this happens.
Garden.
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Around our dwelling we are to create a garden that will be divided by a
hornbeam hedge which in itself will provide a perfect habitat for nesting birds
and shelter from predators.
The garden will be planted with a rich variety of bee, insect and bird loving
plants to encourage more wildlife around the house for us to take pleasure in
watching. We will feed the birds on a regular basis which will help with their
population, providing numerous nesting sites we feel we will be able to support
a vast diversity of birds on our site which will be good for them and us as their
spectators.
Pond and wetland area.
We have now visited the site on a number of occasions and have identified the
best place for our pond and wetland area. This being the Eastern corner of the
2.5acre field. After a wet spell this area had a lot of water lying on the surface
making it the ideal place for this addition. It will also help to drain other parts of
the field that lie wet. The pond will be dug out with the topsoil being used on
the vegetable growing areas to increase the soil depth and the subsoil being used
to form the hedge banks as described previously. The pond will be dug with a
sloping entrance to allow for the escape of any trapped wildlife and have a
number of different levels to allow for as much diversity of plant life as
possible. Around the edge we will create a wetland area giving another habitat
for the wildlife.
We hope that the pond will naturalise with native species and monitoring
carefully making sure that we discourage any non-native invasive visitors.
The pond will also have a reed bed where all grey water will be diverted to and
once filtered this will then flow into the pond.
Biodiversity Summary.
We will be following all recommendations set out in our ecology assessment to
make sure that the biodiversity of this site is increased by as much and as
quickly as possible.
Everything that we have set out to do in this biodiversity section will be of great
benefit to the ecology of this site and the surrounding areas.
We will be monitoring its progress on a regular basis and expect to get Matt
Sutton from Wyndrush Wild Ecology back within 5 years to do a further survey
to show how the Ecology and Biodiversity of the site has increased in this time.
It will be very interesting to show people how the small changes that we have
made can make a massive difference to the local biodiversity and we will
encourage the neighbours to visit the site to show them what can be done
simply to make a big difference, hoping to educate them to do similar.
Cultural Heritage.
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There are no existing cultural or archaeological features on or close to the site
that may be affected by our application.
Landscape.
The site is situated in open countryside with a few small holdings in the vicinity.
The site has the value of a traditional farm hedges around its perimeter and
allowing these grow rather than being flailed every year will screen the site
making any building etc invisible to neighbours and passers-by.
Our planting of woodlands and orchards will also reduce any visual impact to
zero.
Our dwelling and agricultural buildings will be built from natural materials
which will help them blend into the landscape and their positioning will reduce
visual impact to a minimum. The lie of the land naturally slopes to a small
valley in the middle of the site and this is where we are to site the majority of
our buildings further reducing the visual impact.
The polytunnels will be sited on the Eastern side of the 1acre field away from
the road and with allowing the hedge behind to grow and the planting of the
coppiced woodland this will considerably reduce their visual impact.
Our access track will be as natural possible reducing its visual impact to us and
visitors.

!

Example of access track to be implemented.
Production.
We feel very positive that living in this way we will be able to reduce our
environmental impact considerably by meeting most of our basic needs from
our land-based activities as set out in our proposal.
With good composting techniques and the addition of a small number of
livestock producing adequate organic matter this can be used in a positive way
to improve the soil fertility reducing the need to import much in the way of soil
improvers apart from the horse manure we can get from the stud next door in
exchange for some vegetables.
All the points that have been pointed out in our soil analysis will be addressed
making sure that our crop growing areas are as productive as possible.
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We will adopt organic techniques and companion planting eliminating the need
for costly chemicals that are not only financially detrimental but also
environmentally.
Comfrey will be also grown on site enabling us to make comfrey feed which is
very beneficial for our plants.
Comfrey is rich in potassium (K), which is required for fruit production, and
also contains potash (P) and nitrogen (N). A liquid comfrey feed has a higher
NPK ratio than farmyard manure. Comfrey is also one of the few plants to
contain vitamin B12, so it's a rich source of food for plants.

4.4. ENERGY & WATER.
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4.4.1. Energy.
First priority being to minimise usage. Our dwelling will be built and designed
to maximise solar gain.
It will be small and very well insulated with double or triple glazing.
Low energy appliances and low energy LED lighting will be fitted throughout.
A large veranda and glass garden roof will be built on the south side of the
building to increase solar gain and give somewhere to dry our clothes.
Electricity.
We aim to produce all of our electricity requirements with the installation of a
3kw solar system consisting of 12 x 250w solar panels, batteries, and 240v
invertor. This will produce an average of 2500kwh per year giving us an
average of 12kwh per day of electricity which will be more than adequate for
our needs for both winter and summer.
When production of electricity is low, we will have a good battery system to
store the energy especially during the winter months for when it is needed.

Power requirements/day

kWh

Computer, Printer, Router etc

0.8

Fridge

0.41

LED Lighting

0.25

Washing Machine

0.39

Small items Phone, Ipod, small battery
charger etc

0.25

Total energy requirement per day

2.1kWh

Typical daily solar power

2.5 kWh/day
(winter) *
10 kWh/day
(summer)

As the table above shows our 3kw solar system will generate enough energy for
our household requirements.
Our battery system will be 809Ah with good storage capacity for winter
months.
If necessary, we feel that we will install a small wind turbine to keep the
batteries topped up on dull days.
*The Energy Saving Trust have published some figures which suggest a standard 3kW
system facing due south, producing around 300kWh during June and July, will
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produce around 75kWh in a winter month like December or January. So you are talking
about a 5th of the energy production in the winter months.8 Oct 2014

How effective is solar in winter? - TheGreenAge
https://www.thegreenage.co.uk › how-effective-is-solar-in...

Non-Domestic Electricity will be meet by a separate 1.5kW Solar system being
installed on the roof of our barn.

Items Needing Energy

kWh

Barn and potting shed lighting

0.12

Borehole/Well pump

0.55

Power tool charging

0.48
Total kWh 1.15kWh

Typical daily solar power

1.75kWh/day (winter)
7.0kWh/day (summer)

Hot Water.
Initially our hot water will be heated by LPG during the summer months with
the use of an instant hot water heater, making it more efficient than heating a
whole tank by only heating what is required and this being used very sparingly.
During the winter months our wood burning range will heat the water from the
fitted back boiler.
Within 5 years we intend to instal a solar water heating system which will store
the heated water in an insulated tank within the house.
Heating & Cooking.
We will install an efficient woodburning cooking range with oven, hotplates and
back boiler which will be used during the colder months to heat our house as
well.
This will burn the wood that is produced on site.
We may also need to use an LPG hotplate on occasions to boil a kettle etc. but
this will be kept to a minimum.
During the summer months we will eat more salad and raw food reducing the
need to cook, at present we cook a lot of our food in the summer outside on a
small outdoor stove and this will continue.
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The main dwelling will be fitted with a 7.5KW La Nordica Family 4.5 wood
burner oven or similar. This burner is 81% efficient and has an energy rating of
A+ burning 2.2kg/hr.
Burning at this rate for approximately 5 hours a day giving us a log requirement
of 10kg/day for 6 months of the year giving us a total log requirement of 1.8
tonne per year but allowing for slow burning during the day and overnight we
are going to allow for 3 tonne per year.
1500sqm of coppice giving us 1 tonne per year after 7 years.
700m of mixed hedge in fertile soil sheltered place giving 5mwh per 100m. 1
tonne generates 4.1mwh*
I have also come to an arrangement with a local woodland owner with a large
number of ash with die to barter my knowledge with him for logs. (wants help
and advice to start a native tree nursery to help replant after dieback with other
species)
*devonhedge.org wood fuel from hedges
4.4.2. Water.
Minimising the use of water will be a very high priority. With the installation of
a compost toilet this will reduce water usage as no water is required. An
efficient pressurised shower will be installed reducing the water need per
shower.
With the soil at Cwm Bach being shown to be a sandy silt loam it has been
proven that a bore hole would be inefficient therefore with the accessibility of a
mains water connection in the top corner of the 1acre field it would be more
sensible to have a mains water supply for use only in our dwelling, giving us
peace of mind that we have clean uncontaminated supply.
This will used sparingly also making sure we reuse for watering etc where
possible.
All other water will come from our pond we intend to dig, this being used for all
watering of vegetables, fruit, polytunnels and greenhouses.
All water from buildings will be directed into the pond making sure that nothing
is wasted.
Where this is not possible water butts will be fitted.
See appendix E.2 Water usage vs water availability
4.4.3. Waste.
We already practise a very low waste lifestyle, this being the primary reason for
us opening our 2 Zero Waste Shops.
There will be no reason at all why this will change when we move to Cwm
Bach.
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We try very hard to only use compostable, or recyclable packaging and reuse
everything where possible. However, if this is impractical then any waste i.e.
Glass, metal etc will be collected by our local authority recycling schemes.
Domestic food and green waste.
We are both vegetarians so any of our food waste can be composted on site as
we will be implementing a very comprehensive composting scheme to make
sure that all vegetive waste is turned to compost and added back to the soil to
improve fertility where needed.

Grey water.
Here at Cwm Bach we will produce no black water as our toilet will be of a
composting system and have no flushing water going through it.
The grey water from the kitchen and bathroom will only have eco-friendly and
natural based detergents in it so we will divert it to a reed bed purification
system and then into the large pond.

!
The reed bed will be constructed to Environment Agency specifications.
Human Waste.
This will be processed using a waterless compost toilet, where the faeces and
urine will be separated. The faeces will be collected and composted until its
suitable to use as human manure. When it will be used to fertilise non-food
crops.
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The urine will be diluted with water and used as a plant fertiliser. These
practises will be managed and processed in a manner that complies with
environmental and sanitation standards.

!

!

Simple design for compost toilet using a wheelie bin.
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Inorganic Waste.
As previously mentioned, due to our low waste lifestyle this waste is kept to an
absolute minimum. We are very careful what we buy and the packaging that it
comes in.
We only buy items which can be recycled through our specialist recyclers that
we have contacts with through the shops or what can be recycled kerb side
through the local authority collection scheme.
Charity shops are also used to upcycle our unwanted items hopefully giving
them a new life.
Waste Management.
All our waste handling and assimilation on site will comply with the NRW
guidelines.
5. ZERO CARBON BUILDINGS
All of our buildings have been designed with minimal impact to the
environment in mind. They will be constructed using locally available natural
materials, recycled materials and on-site materials. They are all designed to
maximise environmental performance and minimise energy input both in
construction and use.
All buildings will be zero carbon in construction and use.
They will all be sited to embed into the landscape causing as little visual if no
visual impact.
5.1. Dwelling house.
See Appendix for outline specifications of Dwelling.
The foundations for the dwelling house will be Ground screws supporting the
floor with concrete block perimeter built on compacted local hardcore, making
removal of this dwelling easy and with minimal disruption of the land.
The main dwelling will be positioned to make the most of passive solar heating
with large windows facing south and a large glass conservatory so heat from
this can be transferred into the dwelling, this will also be used as a growing
space for young plants etc.
Part of the south facing roof elevation will be fitted with solar photovoltaic
panels and solar hot water.
The building will be kept as low as possible for minimal visual impact.
Low impact natural, recycled and local materials to be used throughout.
A timber framed structure with straw bale insulation and green roof.
The dwelling house will of course conform to all relative Building Regulations
and has been designed to conform.
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Zero carbon in construction.
With reference to the CFSH Materials assessment the five main building
elements can be considered to achieve the following ratings.
Roof (green roof) A+
External walls A+
Internal walls A+
Floors A+
Windows A+
See Appendix for outline specifications of Dwelling.
The building work will be carried out with minimal use of heavy machinery and
equipment.
With Jerrys vast experience in building and landscaping this will be put to full
use as we intend to construct most of the buildings by ourselves with the help of
local skilled tradesman when required for things such as electrics and plumbing.
This will ensure minimal environmental impact and keep noise levels and local
disruption to an absolute minimum.
Zero carbon in use.
The design of the house means that it will be as efficient as possible.
The passive design means that we will reduce the energy required by means of.
Passive solar heating through the orientation of the building with large windows
and conservatory all facing south.
Skylights will be fitted in the roof as well as opening windows and doors
allowing for good air flow to maximise passive cooling.
Large floor-ceiling windows and skylights will maximise the use of natural
light.
With the straw insulation in the walls, the use of double glazing throughout and
small windows facing north will all contribute to creating a very energy
efficient dwelling.
The installation of Solar photovoltaic panels for electricity, Solar water heating
system and wood burning stoves for cooking and heating (all timber will be
produced on site for this purpose) will make this a low and zero energy use
property.
See appendix E.1 Draft SAPs report
5.2.Embedding into the landscape.
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From our landscape visual impact assessment (LVIA) Appendix you can see
that all buildings are to be sited to cause the least amount of visual impact as
possible.
The proposed main dwelling as shown on the site location plan is situated in the
valley of the two fields ensuring that it causes the least amount of visual impact
as possible.
Once the hedges have been allowed to grow up this dwelling will be out of view
from all neighbours and passing traffic.
All buildings will be single storey and away from the road, again once the
existing hedges have grown and the proposed coppice woodland, orchards and
woodlands have grown all proposed buildings will be screen from all onlookers.
All buildings apart from the polytunnels and small greenhouses will be built
from natural materials helping them to blend in with their surroundings.
5.3. Building Regulations.
The dwelling house is the only structure on site that will require building
regulations. All other buildings will fall into the category of temporary,
agricultural or greenhouses.
5.4. Ancillary buildings.
Detailed elevation drawings and plans are attached in Appendix
Temporary accommodation.
A log cabin 6.6m x 7.8m. All timber used in this construction is from
responsibly managed and sustainable forests.
Full specifications and detailed drawings attached Appendix
Once the permanent dwelling is complete this building will be used for storage
and workshop space.
Machinery shed and workshop. Exempt from building control.
A simple timber framed structure with Coroline sheeting for roof and rammed
earth floor. All timber to be locally sourced or reclaimed.
Necessary for storage and safe keeping of machinery also essential space to
carryout maintenance.
Shipping container. Exempt from building control.
This to be a second-hand shipping container cladded with reclaimed timber to
reduce visual impact.
Secure lock up for valuable tools etc.
Potting shed. Exempt from building control.
This to be a simple timber structure. Wooden floor and wooden framed
windows and corrugated roof.
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All materials for this building will be locally sourced, second-hand or
reclaimed.
Necessary to carryout horticultural activities to help with our enterprise.
Hide. Exempt from building control.
This to be a simple wooden structure, timber floor and wooden framed windows
and corrugated steel roof.
All materials to be locally sourced, second-hand or reclaimed.
Will carryout monitoring of wildlife to show how the biodiversity is increasing.
Polytunnels. Exempt from buildings control.
These structures will be purchased from a reputable supplier and are constructed
from Galvanised steel and polythene.
They are a very necessary for our horticultural enterprise providing protected
growing space enabling us to plant high value crops that need protection e.g.
Tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers etc also they will help to extend the growing
season making it an earlier spring and later autumn.
Greenhouses. Exempt from building control.
The green houses are aluminium and glass construction and are already owned
by us, so they will be moved from their site and re-erected at Cwm Bach. These
are necessary for the propagation of young seedlings and plants for our
enterprise.
Compost Toilet. Exempt from building control.
This being a simple timber structure constructed from locally sourced or
reclaimed timber. With a second-hand corrugated steel roof.
5.5. Exit strategy.
All buildings will be constructed from natural materials that can be easily
dismantled and reused. The windows can be easily separated therefore salvaged,
removed off site for recycling or reuse. The coroline roofing can be removed
and reused
All buildings will have minimal footing so these can be left on site or
dismantled with the use of small-scale machinery.
The polytunnels and greenhouses can be dismantled and reused elsewhere.
If the polythene covering is unusable then it can be sent to specialist recyclers
for recycling (same people we use for some polythene packaging in the shops).
The shipping container can be sold and reused off site.
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6. COMMUNITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT.
When purchasing the land from the immediate neighbour we were very upfront
with our plans for the fields. They gave us great support and it was written in
the title deeds contacts section.
“The form of Transfer the Sellers’ Solicitor has prepared is included within the
appendices and includes a covenant on your part not to erect any buildings or
structure except a one planet dwelling meaning a sustainable residential
dwelling to be part of a one planet type development as defined in Planning
Policy Wales and Technical Advice Note (TAN) 6 -Planning for Sustainable
Rural Communities.”
We have also discussed with adjoining neighbours and they all give us support.
With our 2 shops serving the local communities we have had very positive
feedback from our customers who will be very excited to purchase food from us
as it will be traceable and very locally produced.
We have always lived in small village communities and have become part of it
helping with local fund raising and Jerry was a Parish Councillor when we lived
in Somerset for many years.
Once the development has been established, we will be very keen to invite the
community to visit and advise them on increasing the biodiversity of a small
site and becoming more environmentally aware.
We feel that the only negative impacts that we are likely to cause is that of a
visual one and the possibility of a very small increase in traffic.
However, with the visual impact we have explained in previous sections of this
document that we will do everything we can to keep this to a minimum by
carefully selecting the positions of the buildings, planting a large number of
trees and letting the hedges grow to screen the property.
The increase in traffic will be kept to a minimum especially during the set-up
stage.
We will be implementing a transport/travel plan see page
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7. TRANSPORT AND TRAVEL PLAN.
At present the only traffic that is generated by the site is very low. We visit the
site once or twice a week by car, with the occasional professional to carryout
essential surveys.
During the set up stage which could last up to 5 years the volume of traffic will
be considerably higher in the form of deliveries, plant to carryout ground works
(digging of pond, track installation etc) but this will be kept to a minimum by
doing bulk orders, local suppliers, and carrying out several operations once the
machinery is on site to avoid unnecessary journeys.
The first 3 years will be the busiest when we envisage that most of the
infrastructure work will be carried out, while we are getting the site more
organised and productive running more efficiently.
The information below is based on year 5 and beyond when the main
development of the site has been completed.

Residents.
We have 2 vehicles, a very small efficient car and a medium size fuel efficient
van that we use for deliveries.
By year 5 once we are living on site and running a business from Cwm Bach,
we expect our transport use to be considerably reduced. The majority of our
food will be grown on site, with visits to the shops to purchase anything else
will be combined with deliveries.
We are keen walkers and cyclists; this will be maintained when visiting local
services and social visits.
We will visit family and friends not in the local area a few times a year. Our
long-distance trips to visit family and friends will take place on 4 or 5 occasions
during the year when we will use our small fuel-efficient car or public transport.
Enterprise.
All the produce produced on site for market will be sold through our 2 shops
reducing the need for multiple drops.
This will not only have a positive impact on our travel and deliveries but ensure
that local people benefit from our locally grown products reducing their need to
shop further afield.
Visitors.
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With our parents now being elderly and unable to drive then public transport is
used and we will coincide their collection from the local train station with our
deliveries.
Other friends and family will also be encouraged to make use of public
transport where possible.

Table: Transport Assessment and Travel Plan
Residents.
Description

Trip

Food Needs

2 monthly 0
to Cardigan

Coincide with
deliveries

N/A

Social

Visiting
family
Somerset

8

Both parents live in
same town so joint
visit

160

Visiting
friends in
Somerset

0

Coincide with family N/A
visits

Local
social
events

20

Go by bike or foot
where possible

Social
activities

No. of
Management
trips per strategy
annum

Average
distance
travelled per
domestic
private vehicle
trip

15

Enterprise.
Description

Trip

No. of
Management
trips per strategy
annum

Average distance
travelled per
domestic private
vehicle trip
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Deliveries of
produce to
shops

Daily
deliveries
Narberth &
Cardigan

550

We plan to
N/A
coincide these
trips with buying
provisions and
collecting stock
for the shops.

Plant Fair

Annual
plant fair in
Narberth

1

Coincide with
delivering
produce to
Narberth

N/A

Visitors.
Description

Trip

No. of
Management
trips per strategy
annum

Social visitors
(friends &
family)

Local and
non-local
visitors

50

Encourage lift
N/A
sharing or the use
of public transport
We can collect
from local train
station
(Clunderwen)
To coincide with
our deliveries.

Local Visitors

Local
community

10

We will
encourage the
local community
to walk or cycle
to our
development to
share our
experiences

Average
distance
travelled
per
domestic
private
vehicle trip

N/A

*Average distance travelled is based on one-way journey
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Total average trips per day (residents & visitors) 1.75 per day. With a total of
639 trips per year for both adults giving an annual total each of 320 trips per
year.
Travel Plan.
As you can see from the table above apart from our enterprise travelling,
domestic travel is very minimal and can be reduced further when we combine
shopping, collecting friends and family etc. with enterprise travel.
We are not great socialites and love to be at home enjoying our surroundings
especially when we move to Cwm Bach.
Our current estimated domestic vehicle use is 2860 miles per this equates to
1430 miles per year per person in the household.
By year 5 we would estimate our domestic mileage will be 2500 miles per year
that’s 1250 per person in the household which is 74% below the national
average.
We will record and monitor our travel associated with the site, documenting the
exact number of vehicle journeys and domestic mileage , including travel to
and from the site for all purposes including business and any visitors, All this
information will be included our monitoring reports.
Due to the location of the property being on a minor road there is limited public
transport as shown below.
Llanfalteg being approximately 1 mile away.

Information form Llanfelteg community website.
PUBLIC TRANSPORT There is one bus out and one bus into the village (on a Wednesday).
Runs from Clunderwen end through to Henllan Amgoed and then to Cwmfelin Boeth, before
going on to Whitland and St Clears. Details from Jones Coaches, Login. Tel 01437 563277.
(info@joneslogin.co.uk) Bus to Carmarthen or Haverfordwest stops at Llanddewi Velfrey
near Parc y Lan for Carmarthen and opposite phone box to Haverfordwest. Times on the bus
stop signs. Pembrokeshire College bus from same place in term times. There are train stations
at Clynderwen, Narberth and Whitland. Full timetables for bus and train are on line at
Pembrokeshire County Council or Carmarthenshire County Council web sites.
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8. PHASING, MONITERING AND EXIT STRATERGY.
8.1. Timeline for development.
We will commence with ground works and buildings once planning consent has
been granted. With our submission of the plans being Autumn 2020 we will
plan to begin Spring 2021.
In the meantime, we are hoping to start preparation with phasing of the
development as follows:
Year 0 Autumn 2020- Spring 2021
(Prior to application approval.)
• General site maintenance
• Ecological survey
• Soil analysis
• Consultation with neighbours
• Preparation of vegetable garden
• Plant bare rooted fruit trees and fruit bushes
• Start planting coppice woodland
• Cut down ash trees suffering from ash dieback and store for firewood
• Prepare planning application, detailed drawings and submit
2021/Year 1
• Build log cabin for temporary accommodation and move onto site
• Install trackway and hardstanding’s
• Dig wildlife pond
• Establish grey water reed bed/wetland area
• Connect to mains water connection for household use
• Set up solar powered electric system
• Install grey water system
• Internet access
• Build compost toilet
• Erect 2 poly tunnels
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• Erect small 10 x 6 greenhouses
• Start planting and harvesting vegetables and herbs for own use and start
selling through our shops
• Establish plant sale business
• Develop composting system
• Complete fruit orchard planting
• Set up organic chicken egg laying flock
• Site shipping container and clad to reduce visual impact
• Introduce bird boxes and feeders
2022/Year 2
• Build workshop, machinery shed and potting shed
• Install hide
• Erect 2 more poly tunnels
• Start planting woodlands
• Further establish production areas
2023/Year 3
• Start building main dwelling
• Finish planting woodlands
• Bring in goats
• Bring in beehive
• Continue establishing production areas
• Plant soft fruit
2024/Year 4
• Complete and move into main dwelling
• Convert temporary house (log cabin) into workshop and storage space
• Vegetable and herb areas in full production
• Polytunnels fully productive
2025/Year 5
• One Plant Development fully established with enterprises fully functional
• 65% of our basic needs and all income requirements met on site
• All of the essential criteria for OPD will be achieved by year 5 as st ou in
the guidance.
8.2. Monitoring.
Full monitoring will be carried out continuously with an annual report
submitted based on the criteria detailed in section 5.7 of the guidance.
An EFA will be submitted to cover Years 3 and 5.
A management plan in Year 5 will be submitted to cover the next 5 years.
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8.3. Exit Strategy.
We feel that this small piece of land in the Welsh countryside will benefit the
natural surroundings and biodiversity of the area for many years to come and
will only improve with age even if it is left and reclaimed by nature. Therefore,
as stated that we have to return the land solely to agricultural use in an equal or
better condition than it was originally, we feel that we will have done our job
well and returned it in a much better condition.
Should the project fail to meet the essential criteria for a One Planet
Development, and we are unable to rectify the situation, then we will remove
the OPD structures from site and return it to an agricultural use.

Buildings.
All buildings can be removed from site and reused elsewhere. This can be
carried out with minimal disruption due to the installation of the trackway.
The trackway can be removed from site with the arisings used elsewhere and
the land reseeded.
The polytunnels and greenhouses can be easily removed and used elsewhere.
Landscape/Planting.
All landscape features and plantings will be left on site to continue benefiting
the local biodiversity.
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9. EFA Analysis
The One Planet Development policy requires that we can demonstrate an
Ecological Footprint of 2.44gha per capita by year 5 of the development.
We have undertaken the EFA analysis using the tool supplied by the Welsh
Government for OPD developers. This was done by using existing data and
well-educated estimates produced from this data and our management plan.
Our EFA calculator shows that by moving onto Cwm Bach Hiraeth, we will be
able to bring our EFA down from a current 3.09 gha to 1.37 gha achievable by
year 5, living a low impact lifestyle.
This is within the essential criteria for the One Planet Development
requirements.
We believe this will be achieved by powering our dwelling from solar energy
and heating it with wood grown on our own land, also by using a proportion of
the land to grow our own food, supply ourselves with fresh eggs from the
chicken flock and dairy products from our goats.
We will have very few visitors to the land as our families live in Somerset and
are elderly, we will travel to visit them about 3 or 4 times a year. We can
combine visiting friends at the same time as most of them live in the same area.
This will keep our travelling footprint to a minimum.
Our local travelling will be cut considerably as Jerry will be on site for the
majority of the time working, only going out to deliver to our shops when he is
required to work in the relevant shop.
Tania will travel to either Cardigan or Narberth to work where she will combine
delivering fresh produce from Cwm Bach to the relevant shop, although as time
goes by these will become less frequent when she will also be on site to help
with cropping etc and our local staff will work the shops considerably reducing
our travel footprint.
Our own food shopping trips will be incorporated in these trips.
To grow the produce we sell in our shops already, will cut the carbon footprint
and food miles significantly as we will be delivering it when we go to work in
our shops. This in turn will ensure that our customers can eat locally grown
fresh produce within hours of it being harvested and having the benefit of
knowing where and how it is grown.
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We will be annually monitoring our EFA figures and submitting a new EFA
report at year 3 and at year 5.
The full EFA figures are available in the appendices.

10. List of Supporting Documents.
Site maps and plans.
A.1 Site location plan (1:2500 @ A4)
A.2 Site Plan (1:1000 @ A4)
A.3 Block Plan (1:500 @ A4)
Supporting information for Business and improvement Plan.
B.1 Enterprise profit & loss
B.2 Landscape visual impact assessment
B.3 Soil analysis
B.4 Ecology report
B.5 Cwm Bach Purchase contract document
B.6.1 Landmap Cultural Landscape
B.6.2 Landmap Geological Landscape
B.6.3 Landmap Habitats Landscape
B.6.4 Landmap Historic Landscape
B.6.5 Landmap Visual and Sensory Landscape
Ecological footprint calculator.
C.1 EFA spread sheet
Plan & elevations of proposed buildings.
D.1 Cwm Bach Main dwelling plan
D.2 Cwm Bach Ancillary Buildings plan
D.3 Cwm Bach Greenhouse and polytunnel plans
Reports.
E.1 Draft SAPs report
E.2 Water usage vs water availability
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